You can read the recommendations in the user guide, the technical guide or the installation guide for DAEWOO FRS-U20DD*.
You'll find the answers to all your questions on the DAEWOO FRS-U20DD* in the user manual (information, specifications, safety
advice, size, accessories, etc.). Detailed instructions for use are in the User's Guide.
User manual DAEWOO FRS-U20DD*
User guide DAEWOO FRS-U20DD*
Operating instructions DAEWOO FRS-U20DD*
Instructions for use DAEWOO FRS-U20DD*
Instruction manual DAEWOO FRS-U20DD*
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Manual abstract:
If a leak is detected, avoid any naked flames or potential sources of ignition and air the room in which appliance is standing for several minutes. In order to
avoid the creation of a flammable gas-air mixture if a leak in the refrigerating circuit occurs, the size of the room in which the appliance may be sited depends
on the amount of refrigerant used. The room must be 1m3 in size for every 8g of R600a refrigrant inside the appliance. The amount of refrigerant is shown on
the identification plate inside the appliance. Never start up an appliance showing any signs of damage. lf in doubt, consult your dealer. Caution 1. If the
supply cord becomes damaged, it must be replaced by the manufacturer or its service agent or a similarly qualified person in order to avoid a hazard. 2. This
appliance is not intended for use by persons (including children) with reduced physical, sensory or mental capabilities, or lack of experience and knowledge,
unless they have been given supervision or instruction concerning use of the appliance by a person responsible for their safety.
Contents Be sure to keep for safety Installation Guide Control Panel Temperature Control How to change Interior Light Bulb How to use interior Parts How
to use the Dispenser How to use Automatic Icemaker Care & Cleaning Before You Call for Service... Something strange? Don't worry. Here is the answer
Installation Preparation If the refrigerator can not pass through a door during installation, follow these steps Refrigerator Leveling & Door Adjustment(if
needed.
) How to install Water Line 1~3 4 5 6 7 8~10 10 11 12~13 14 15 16 17~18 19 20~21 How to use the interior parts Caution Do not touch or hold with wet
hands foods (foods container) in the freezer compartment. @@in the refrigerator. @@@@@@Keep enough space between the foods as possible.
@@@@@@If the ice storage case is full, icemaking stops. @@@@@@Wait a day or so to make more ice.
@@@@Call for the service agent. The LEDs and temperatures indicate what you have selected. Displayed temperature means a target setting value, so it
may differ from the actual room temperature. In case of power failure How to use the Dispenser Select WATER / CRUSHED ICE / CUBED ICE and press the
cup on the PUSH pad for your convenience. The icecubes in the case may melt to flow down to the freezer room. If long hours' of power failure is predicted,
pull out the case, remove the icecubes in it and replace it back. Note Use only the ices out of this refrigerator. Press the `Dispenser' button to select WATER
and ICON lights up to show it is on. Press the `Dispenser' button to select CRUSHED ICE and ICON turns on. Press the `Dispenser' button to select CUBED
ICE and ICON turns on.
WATER CRUSHED ICE CUBED ICE When you get [CUBED ICE] or [CRUSHED ICE], remove the cup from the pad when if it is half full. ( If you don't, the
remaining ICES will make the cup overflow or the dispenser outlet become blocked.) Caution Avoid using thin fragile cups or crystal glasses when taking
(crushed) icecubes. For your safety, never insert your fingers or other tools into the dispenser outlet. @@.
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